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About This Game

The popular iPhone Flight Simulator with over 4,000,000 downloads world wide is now available on the Steam Network for PC
and MAC.

The Steam version features enhanced lighting effects, enhanced shadow effects, and all of the aircraft unlocked and available to
pilot.

Experience the thrill of flight with Flight Unlimited Las Vegas. Enjoy flying over the city of Las Vegas in one of 8 unique
aircraft or embark on a campaign of missions for the Las Vegas Mob Boss.

Over 130 sq miles of the city of Las Vegas are modeled in incredible detail.
The famous Las Vegas strip includes over 50 hotels that are modeled with photo realism. Fly past the Luxor, buzz the New York

New York, or attempt a landing on top of the Bellagio.

Cars, trucks, and buses speed around the city, gas stations and restaurants line the strip, tires smoke as the plane hits the ground,
aircraft metal deforms in a crash, the Bellagio fountains spring to life, the sun glare blinds your view, and more.

Features:
- Beautiful graphics featuring bloom lighting, real time reflections, volumetric clouds, etc.

- Over 130 sq miles of satellite imaged terrain and over 50 iconic Vegas hotels and buildings.

- Grand Theft Auto style Missions
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- 8 aircraft including the Cessna 172, Challenger Learjet, Douglas DC-3, Robin DR400, Grumman Goose Amphibious Aircraft,
Pitts Special, A10 Tank Killer, P40 Mustang, and the FA/18

- Full flap, gear, brake, and rudder controls

- Cockpit camera, Chase camera, Tower camera, and a full customizable camera

- Street traffic (cars and buses)

- Advanced particle effects (tire smoke, engine fires, water splash)

- Destructive aircraft bodies. Wings rip off, engines separate, the aircraft metal bends and deforms.
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Title: Flight Unlimited Las Vegas
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Flight Systems LLC
Publisher:
Flight Systems LLC
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2015
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Good game with awesome 8-bit colors. Recommended getting it!. It's fun, simple, and great for short sessions. Not entirely sure
how to quite but eh, I can forgive that.. Probably the best 0,49€ I've spent. This game is terrible, but therefore extremely fun..
Chivalry but 100x better. An enjoyable and challenging (at least for me, it is) drawing puzzle platform game.

100% Achievements obtainable by completing the game.. Masterpiece
amazing catchy story 10\/10
Graphics are great and animated sections are well done
Difficulty is great and puzzles are fun
Multiple endings depending on your choices also side storys (lives of other ppl depend on you)
Good music
Multiplayer. I loved the first game ,finally got to play this one it's alot of fun love the political mini game part and mystery.
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I honestly like what it added. adds a little more to the game making new things to explore in this huge galaxy!. One of my most
hilarious gaming experiences of the year, Lance A Lot is a great party game for core gamers and casuals alike. I used to have
glitches and it would crash. The game crashed and the screen turned white or black and never returned to its normal state. But I
kept playing until the game wouldnt crash. It finally worked and now i can play the game nice and smooth without glitches,lag or
crashing. Mac version works just very annoying.. A lot of fun if you choose the cards randomly from the deck rather than from
your hand. Makes trying to explain your case all the more fun. Also, missing the legit green deck. I would like to add every
possible card to this to get the maximum amount of enjoyment out of it.. Puzzle bots is a short little puzzle game that will take
you between and a half and hours to finish, depending on your puzzle solving skills.
It's a light bite, that you can finish in an afternoon, but it's quite quite and funny.
I personally got it in an indie bundle, and didn't get around to playing it untill just now, and I'm glad I did, though €4.49 seems a
bit much in my opinion, you might want to pick it up in a sale, as it's a perfect intro into the puzzle genre.
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